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NAIROBI: Isaac Mwaura always thought he
was a normal kid growing up in Kenya, nev-
er once looking in the mirror and realizing
his pale, white skin was different. That inno-
cence vanished when 12-year-old Mwaura
was walking home from school with friends,
a fellow albino among them. “Suddenly a
stranger started pointing at us and calling us
albinos,” said 35-year-old Mwaura, who last
month became Kenya’s first senator with the
pigment disorder. 

It is the latest in a series of firsts he has
achieved after rising to public prominence
in 2013 as the first Kenyan with albinism to
join parliament. Both are nominated posi-
tions. People with albinism - estimated at
one in 15,000 Sub-Saharan Africans - lack
melanin, which absorbs ultraviolet rays,
making their skin and hair white. Lack of
pigment can leave the skin vulnerable to
sunburn and skin cancers; it is also associat-
ed with vision problems. The psychological
fallout is another matter. After the taunting,
schoolboy Mwaura waited patiently for his

mother to come home. “I asked her who an
albino was and why we were being called
albinos, yet all of us had our own names,” he
told the Thomson Reuters Foundation from
his office in downtown Nairobi. 

As his mother explained the condition,
the world suddenly became a different,
dangerous place, he said. Albinism is seen
as a curse in Kenya, and people with the
condition are often called “zeru”, which
means “ghost”.

People with albinism are frequently
shunned, attacked and even killed in Africa.
In many countries, their body parts are
believed to bring wealth and are prized for
use in witchcraft. They are often abandoned
by their parents or kept out of school
because they are seen as mentally retarded.  

Hospitalized
Mwaura, who hosts a radio talk show

every Saturday, is determined to change
such beliefs.  He organised the world’s first
beauty pageant for people with albinism in

2016 to challenge perceptions. “We wanted
people with albinism to feel good about
themselves, know that they are as attractive
as anyone else,” said Mwaura, founder of the
Albinism Society of Kenya, which organized
the contest. Rejection starts young. Most
people with albinism in Kenya grow up in
single-parent homes, experts say. “My father
walked out of our home immediately I was
born,” said Mwaura, who recently became a
father himself. “He said I could not be his
child,” he said, sitting in a swivel chair beside
a wall of photographs. The centerpiece is a
2015 picture of Mwaura with his bride,
Mukami, walking down a red carpet in the
lush grounds of Nairobi’s State House, with
President Uhuru Kenyatta smiling in the
background. Mwaura never tried to make
contact with the man who abandoned his
mother to deal with a condition of which
she was largely unaware. She raised her two
sons alone, letting Mwaura play in the sun
with other children.

“My mother initially thought I was just a

light-skinned baby,” he said. “She didn’t think
there was anything wrong with me.” After
Mwaura was hospitalized several times for
sunburn, a visiting aunt told his mother to
buy sunscreen and glasses and send him to
school. He went on to earn master’s degrees
in Britain and South Africa, and worked for
several charities before becoming, in 2010, a
policy adviser to the prime minister.

Cowboy
Prejudice was rife in parliament, ranging

from the comical to humiliating. One hot
day, jeers and whistles erupted when
Mwaura walked into the chamber wearing a
wide-brimmed hat. “A member of parlia-
ment stood up and asked why a cowboy
had been let into the house,” he said. Even
worse - the time when he was forced to sit in
the corner and silently listen to a gover-
nance workshop, along with representatives
of the disabled whom he had invited.

“We were not allowed to participate,”
said Mwaura. “This made me feel inade-

quate, yet I knew we had so much to offer.”
One of his key achievements was persuad-
ing MPs to create a fund to pay for sun-
screen, eye care and cancer treatment for
people with albinism. 

This year, Mwaura achieved another first
in Kenya by standing as a parliamentary can-
didate in the party primaries as the
“muthungu wa Ruiru”, or the white man
from Ruiru, some 30 km north-east of
Nairobi. Given the weight of prejudice facing
Africans with albinism, few have succeeded
in its rough and tumble politics.
Neighboring Tanzania elected its first man
with albinism to parliament in 2010, while
Mali and the Republic of Congo each have
one minister with the condition. Although
Mwaura came last, and his car was even shot
at during the campaign, he feels victorious.
“ The thousands of people living with
albinism now know they can run for any
political office,” he said, attributing his loss to
the fact his pockets were not as deep as his
rivals. “My point was made.”  — Reuters 

From ‘ghost’ to rising star: Kenya’s first albino senator  

BERLIN: Workers remove an election poster of the Christian Democrats with a photo of German chancellor Angela Merkel. — AP 

BERLIN: German Chancellor Angela Merkel hud-
dled with her party yesterday after winning a
fourth term with a far weaker score, now facing
the double headache of an emboldened nation-
alist opposition party and thorny coalition talks
ahead. If the campaign was widely decried as
boring, its outcome was a bombshell a populist
hard-right surge poached votes from Merkel’s
conservatives as well as the centre-left Social
Democrats, handing both their worst results in
decades. “A nightmare victory for Merkel,” said
Germany’s top-selling daily Bild.  “The governing
parties and the chancellor squandered the peo-
ple’s faith in them.”

After 12 years in power and running on a
promise of stability and economic strength,
Merkel’s CDU/CSU bloc scored 33 percent,
according to final results, against 20.5 percent
for the Social Democrats under challenger
Martin Schulz, who pledged to go into the
opposition. The election marked a breakthrough
for the anti-Islam Alternative for Germany (AfD),
which with 12.6 percent became the third
strongest party and vowed to “go after” Merkel
over her migrant and refugee policy. News
weekly Der Spiegel said Merkel had no one but
herself to blame for the bruising she got from
voters. “Angela Merkel deserved this defeat,” the
magazine’s Dirk Kurbjuweit wrote, accusing her
of running an “uninspired” campaign and “large-
ly ignoring the challenges posed by the right”.

‘Excessively feisty’ 
The entry of around 90 hard-right nationalist

MPs to the glass-domed Bundestag chamber
breaks a taboo in post-World War II Germany.
“We will take our country back,” vowed the AfD’s
jubilant Alexander Gauland, who has recently
urged Germans to be proud of their war veter-
ans and said a government official who is of
Turkish origin should be “dumped in Anatolia”.

While joyful supporters of the AfD-a party
with links to the far-right French National Front
and Britain’s UKIP-sang the German anthem at a
Berlin club late Sunday, hundreds of protesters
shouted “Nazis out!” But just hours after its tri-
umph, the party’s long-simmering infighting
between radical and more moderate forces
spilled out into the open at a dramatic morning
news conference.

AfD co-leader Frauke Petry stunned her col-
leagues by saying she would not join the party’s
parliamentary group and would serve as an
independent MP. She then abruptly left the
room in a move Gauland criticized as “excessive-
ly feisty”. Political scientist Suzanne
Schuettemeyer of the University of Halle in east-
ern Germany said despite it remaining an oppo-
sition party, the AfD’s presence in parliament
would harm Germany’s image abroad. “It ’s
Germany and it will change the way we are per-
ceived, because AfD will speak a language that
we thought we had overcome, that was outside
of our political consensus,” she told AFP.

‘Bitter disappointment’ 
All other political parties have ruled out

working with the AfD, whose leaders call Merkel
a “traitor” for allowing in more than one million
asylum seekers since the height of the refugee

influx in 2015. While Germany still digests the
rise of the right-wingers, Merkel’s inner circle
was preparing for what could be protracted
coalition talks with smaller parties.

Merkel vowed to put together a reliable
alliance, insisting late Sunday that “the stability
of German governments is of the utmost value”.
Speaking on public television, she appealed “to
all sides to take their responsibilities seriously”.
But the leader of her Bavarian CSU allies, Horst
Seehofer, a vocal critic of Merkel’s asylum policy,
called the poll outcome a “bitter disappoint-
ment” and vowed to close the “open flank” on
the right before state elections next year, signal-
ing more trouble ahead.

A humbled Merkel must now find a new jun-
ior partner after the Social Democrats (SPD)
declared they would go into opposition, to
recover the support they lost while governing in
Merkel’s shadow. Schulz, putting a brave face on
the defeat, vowed Monday that the 150-year-old
traditional workers’ party would be “a strong
opposition force in this country, to defend
democracy in this country against those who
question it and attack it”.

This will likely force Merkel to team up with
two smaller, and very different, parties to form a
lineup dubbed the “Jamaica coalition” because
the three parties’ colors match those of the
Caribbean country’s flag. One is the pro-business
and liberal Free Democratic Party (FDP), which
scored a 10.7-percent comeback after crashing
out of parliament four years ago.

The other is the left-leaning, ecologist Greens
party, which won 8.9 percent on campaign
pledges to drive forward the country’s clean
energy transition. The far-left Die Linke, tradition-
ally an opposition party, took 9.2 percent of
votes. Months of horse-trading could lie ahead to
build a new government and avert snap elec-
tions.  But the FDP’s leader Christian Lindner has
pointed to new “red lines”, voicing skepticism
especially on French President Emmanuel
Macron’s plans for a single eurozone budget,
which Merkel has cautiously greeted. The Greens,
meanwhile, sharply differ with the FDP and CSU
on key issues from immigration to the environ-
ment, pushing to expand wind farms, phase out
coal and take to task car makers over the “diesel-
gate” emissions cheating scandal. — AFP 

Merkel faces tricky coalition 

talks after ‘nightmare victory’

‘The chancellor squandered the people’s faith’

BRUSSELS: The EU assessed yesterday whether
there is backing for unprecedented sanctions
against Poland’s rightwing government over
fears its court reforms threaten the rule of law.
The evaluation by European Commission Vice
President Frans Timmermans comes as Polish
President Andrzej Duda prepares to unveil new
versions of laws that have alarmed Brussels.

“I am going to inform the council (of EU min-
isters)... about the progress, or the developments
rather, and then see how the council reacts,” said
Timmermans, a former Dutch foreign minister, as
he entered the ministerial talks in Brussels. “We
will of course carfully study the amended laws if
they are presented today by the president.”

Timmermans was seeking the support of
member states to take action if Poland’s Law and
Justice Party (PiS) refuses to back down over con-
troversial judicial reforms that Brussels says pose a
“systemic threat” to the rule of law. If Warsaw fails
to halt the measures, the commission has also
warned it could trigger Article Seven of the EU’s
treaties-the so-called “nuclear option” that could
freeze Poland’s EU voting rights. Hungary has
vowed to veto any such step against its Polish ally.

Timmermans gets tough 
Timmermans, the right-hand man to

European Commission chief Jean-Claude
Juncker, has been leading efforts for months to
get Poland to comply with EU democracy stan-
dards. Now he is taking a tougher approach and
seeking the support of the European affairs min-
isters from the 28-nation bloc meeting in
Brussels to move ahead with firm steps, if neces-
sary. In July, Timmermans said the Commission

was ready to trigger Article Seven if Poland goes
ahead and sacks supreme court justices, the
most extreme of the laws. Article Seven can be
invoked by the Commission-the executive arm of
the bloc-if an EU state is deemed to pose a sys-
temic threat to the rule of law, and EU states can
approve this by a majority. But moving on to
actual sanctions against Poland must be
approved by all the remaining member states,
meaning it could be vetoed by Budapest, which
has also clashed with Brussels over democracy
issues. And Timmermans is also waiting to see
how the Polish president, an independent allied
with PiS, moves ahead with judicial reforms, an
EU official said.

Progress report 
In July, Duda surprised many when he vetoed

one bill that would have reinforced political control
over the Supreme Court and another that allowed
parliament to choose members of a body designed
to protect the independence of the courts. In
Warsaw, a spokesman said Duda would publish his
amended draft laws yesterday. Poland said the veto
from Duda had made the EU’s concerns futile.

“A good part of the recommendations we
have received from the EU are plainly unfound-
ed,” said Poland’s deputy foreign minister for
European affairs, Konrad Szymanski. It was not
immediately clear whether the proposed
changes will be cosmetic or whether they will
reduce the justice minister’s role in appointing
judges. In July, the Commission also launched
separate legal action against Poland over one of
the reforms which could see Warsaw hauled
before the EU’s top court and fined. — AFP

EU assess Poland 

over rule of law

BERLIN: The nationalist Alternative for
Germany was hit by party infighting yester-
day, just hours after winning its first seats in
parliament, with its co-chief Frauke Petry
declaring that she won’t join its Bundestag
group. Citing “dissent” with more hardline
colleagues, Petry dropped her bombshell
at a morning party press conference, catch-
ing other key AfD figures by surprise as she
abruptly left the room.

The spectacle played out before the
media put the spotlight on the tug-of-war
within the party between radical and more
moderate forces at the top, and raised
questions on how far right it planned to
position itself. Although its beginnings as
an anti-euro party were rooted in pop-
ulism, the AfD’s rhetoric veered further
right in the run-up to Sunday’s elections. 

Key members challenged Germany’s
culture of atonement over World War II and
the slaughter of six million Jews in the
Holocaust. It also rolled out provocative
posters declaring “Burkas? We prefer biki-
nis” and “New Germans? Let’s make them
ourselves” featuring a heavily pregnant
white woman, to push its Islamophobic
and anti-migrant campaign.

Outraged mainstream politicians have
heaped on criticism, including Foreign
Minister Sigmar Gabriel who had labeled
leaders of the party “real Nazis”. But even
Petry herself had openly criticized one of
her party’s two key candidates Alexander
Gauland over his claim that Germany
should be proud of its war veterans, saying
that would lead voters to shun the party.

Yesterday, seated next to Gauland, she
declared that “there is dissent in the AfD
over the issues”. “I decided after careful
reflection that I will not sit with the (AfD)
parliamentary group” in the Bundestag,
said Petry who added she will serve as an
independent MP. Hours later, four AfD local
MPs said they were leaving party ranks and
forming their own group in the state parlia-
ment of Mecklenburg-Pomerania. The open

squabbling put a damper on the party’s
success, and pointed to a potentially rocky
future for the party in parliament.

‘Get our country back’ 
Alice Weidel, another top AfD candi-

date in the election, revealed that Petry
had not spoken to either her or Gauland
“for months” even though the duo were
the leading faces of the AfD’s campaign.
For now, Weidel and Gauland appear to
have prevailed, as they basked in the fact
that the party has become Germany’s
third biggest political force with 12.6 per-
cent of the vote.

It even came in just on top of Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s Christian Democratic
Union in the eastern state of Saxony, home
of the anti-Islam PEGIDA protest move-
ment, as it lured away voters angry with the
arrival in Germany of more than a million
asylum seekers since 2015. Gauland, who
had also come under fire from Petry over
his vow to “go after” Merkel and her gov-
ernment, stood firm on his tone.

“No one would be surprised in the
British parliament if someone said they
would go after the government,” he said,
adding that “of course one must go after a
government, go after it in a parliamentary
debate.” Gauland also minced no words
about his party’s anti-migrant platform,
declaring that “we will get our country
back.”“I don’t want to lose Germany to an
invasion of foreign people from foreign cul-
tures,” he vowed.

Reiterating his opposition to double
nationality, Gauland took aim at ethnic
Turks in Germany, saying he had “little
understanding” for those who have German
citizenship but who still voted in favor of a
referendum in Turkey to increase President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s powers. “On that,
one can at least ask the question whether
these people have really arrived in this
country and whether they are really part of
the German society,” he said. — AFP

Infighting hits hard-right 

AfD after election success

BERLIN: (L-R) Frauke Petry, co-leader of Germany’s nationalist Alternative for Germany
(AfD) party, AfD top candidate Alexander Gauland, AfD co-leader Joerg Meuthen and AfD
top candidate Alice Weidel arrive for a press conference of the AfD. — AFP 

EDINBURGH: Sympathy with Catalonia’s bid
to hold an independence referendum next
week is running high in Scotland, where law-
makers are increasingly vocal in condemning
Spain’s actions and a group of volunteers is
heading out to help. Veterans from Scotland’s
failed bid for independence in its own refer-
endum in 2014 said they were travelling to
Barcelona next week to offer their support for
a vote deemed unconstitutional by Spain.

“We back the Catalans,” Rory Steel, vice
conveyor of the Scottish National Party’s
youth wing, who will be heading out with
around 20 people said. “We’re basically
going over to find out a bit more about
them, trade our experiences and expertise
and that sort of thing, but also to support
them.” Another delegation of politicians and
writers is also planning to head over for the
October 1 vote as observers, after a crack-
down on the team organizing the referen-
dum and mass protests.

Scottish First Minister Nicola Sturgeon,
head of the Scottish National Party, voiced
her concern about the situation and called
for dialogue in a debate in Scotland’s semi-
autonomous parliament last week. “ The
right of self-determination is an important
international principle and I  hope very
much that it  wil l  be respected,” said
Sturgeon, calling for an agreement based
on the deal that led to Scotland’s own inde-
pendence referendum in 2014.

The support is coming not only from nation-
alists. An open letter to Spanish Prime Mariano
Rajoy calling his actions “in no way democratic”
received support from more than a dozen
Scottish lawmakers including some opposed to
Scottish independence. Scotland’s referendum
vote was won 55 percent to 45 percent by those
who wanted to stay part of Britain.

But Sturgeon has said that Scotland, which
voted overwhelmingly to stay in the European
Union in last year’s referendum on EU mem-
bership, should have a right to vote again
once the terms of a Brexit deal become clear.
Former SNP MP George Kerevan, who found-
ed the All Party Parliamentary Group on
Catalonia, said: “The worst thing that we could
do now is let that regime in Madrid crush
Catalan democracy.

“If you believe in a Scottish democracy, if
you believe in a Scottish right to vote, then
you have to defend Catalonia’s right to vote.
We are Catalans and Catalans are Scottish,” he
said. There is a long-running affinity between
Scottish and Catalan separatists. In the
Scottish referendum, a group of Catalan fire-
fighters came to Scotland to lend their sup-
port to the independence movement in a
convoy including a vintage car painted in the
colors of Catalan flag. Last year, Barcelona fans
threatened to fly the Scotland flag at the Copa
Del Rey final in Madrid after the government
banned the Catalan flag, until the prohibition
was overturned in court. — AFP

‘We are also Catalans’: Scots 

voice referendum solidarity


